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Details of Investigation

********

WHITWORTH - Incident>

Above entry appears to have been entered in error.
The body was transported with clothing.
These have been seized and exhibited on the previous pages ..
One pair of jeans with belt, T Shirt, hoodied top, Trainers.
These are currently at Fresh Wharf in the property stores

29/09/2014 17:02
TDC

230923 944KG P SLAYMAKER

Today Myself and DC Baxter attended Lambeth with Exhibits for Toxicology to br conducted these
were accepted by the lab. They have advised us to call them next week to get an estimated date for
results.
We then attended John Papes address who is Kovari's flat mate to attempt to search address and get a
statement. He was not present at the address and he phone was switched off. We have left a note asking
him to call us.
We then attended ISS food an hospitality where Daniel WHITWORTH worked. We spoke to HR a
lady called Siobhan. She is going to email me and DC Baxter Daniels shift pattern and attendance, also
sickness and
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29/09/2014 17:02
TDC

230923 944KG P SLAYMAKER

off at the next stop to get Jubilee line thats the last he saw of him. A statement has been taken from him
and is in file on DS Turrells desk.

30/09/2014 09:03
DS

215704

RM SCHAMBERGER

I have spoken to Nadia Persaud, Senior Coroner for East London on 0208 4963373 today to confirm
the release of Gabriel Kovari's body to his family for burial in Slovakia.
She will make contact with the undertaker to arrange this.

30/09/2014 12:57
ADI

215704

RM SCHAMBERGER

Supervision:

I have this morning discussed issues around Daniel Whitworth's father wanting to see the note left
behind, and also the family's desire to visit the site where Daniel was found.
Actions agreed: The family's visit to the site will be facilitated, and the father will be shown the full
note.
CCTV is being expedited - as are searches and statements. I note the update around enquiries at
Daniel's place of work, although I have not yet had sight of the statement.

30/09/2014 15:20
TDC

230923 944KG P SLAYMAKER

FLO UPDATE (Daniel WHITWORTH)

*********************************************
Today the Daniels Dad Adam Whitworth his partner Amanda Whitworth and Daniels Partner Ricky
WAUMSLEY all attended barking and were taken and shown were Daniel was found. Adam and
Amanda were then shown the full suicide note.
For a more detailed update please see FLO log.
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03/10/2014 10:21
ADI

215704

RM SCHAMBERGER

Supervision:
Updates noted.
Actions to be expedited:
* CCTV collection and viewing (Actions 1 and 7)
* Oustanding statements
* Oustanding searches
* Toxicology for KOVARl to be chased (Action 6)
*Liaison with Coroner around Whitworth's body (viewing/release)
* Intelligence on all parties who have come to notice (particularly Whitworth, Kovari, Waumsley,
Pape; also Denham and f.~~.~~·~~~~.~.~i.~~~~.~·j
* Open source around the social networking site and subjects
* CIU submissions around the phone numbers as per specified parameters
Once the CCTV, statements, research and searches have been completed I will review the position
around Whitworth's body being released.

03/10/2014 22:41
TDC

218393

P BERRY

I have been unable to progress this report due to dealing with
c/N OlKW 7678 14 and conducting an ABE interview for ABH.

10/10/2014 09:07
DC

217087

J BAXTER

UPDATES
*************
Oustanding statements
***************************
I have arranged to take a statement from John Popes - Saturday 11/10/14

Oustanding searches
************************
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15/10/2014 15:09
DS

9389

D TURRELL

confirmed that KOVARl was returned to Slovakia naked. KOVARl did not have a special post
mortem and hence no police officers would have been required to attend. We know that KOVARl was
clothed at the time of being found.
DC Baxter and DS Turrell has checked the property for KOVARl held at KW and there is a suitcase of
clothing. The property officer has confirmed the passport was taken out. It is likely the passport was
requested by the coroners officer for repatriation of his body. I will confirm this with PC Faulkner.
The VIIDO unit has been given the sim card ofKOVARl with a note from the uniformed officers
stating it was requested by the coroner. VIIDO are unable to assist as pin number is not known.
I
will email PC Faulkner to obtain an update in respect of this.

16/10/2014 04:00
TDC

230923 944KG P SLAYMAKER

I have collected original photos of Whitorth and the scene from Forrest Gate and they are now in the
file

16/10/2014 04:20
TDC

230923 944KG P SLAYMAKER

I have sent an email to Grindr website asking for someone to contact me in relation to getting
information on accounts that Kovari or whitworth may have had.

16/10/2014 05:19
TDC

230923 944KG P SLAYMAKER

I have sent an open source form off to met intel to complete further open source enquiries.

16/10/2014 17:25
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TDC

218393

P BERRY

MG 11 received from pathologist Ben SWIFT - Left with file

20/10/2014 16:00
ADI

215704

RM SCHAMBERGER

Supervision update:
I have just spoken to DS Turrell regarding updates in the enquiry.
CCTV has been explored and does not assist. Enquiries still outstanding mainly focus around the social
media activity.
Toxicology and lab work results are still some time off.
Given the circumstances of this case, and bearing in mind the effect on Whitworth's family and
weighing this up against any potential evidence
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**************
All actions have now been completed. The FLO have updated the family. Awaits toxicology results

17/11/2014 08:48
DS

9389

D TURRELL

Supervision

**************
No further actions at this time awaits toxicology reports

17/11/2014 20:14
TDC

218393

P BERRY

OIC update

**************
Email received
I am the toxicologist investigating the death of Daniel Whitworth. The work on the pm samples is now
complete and my findings include a high concentration of GHB.

The brown bottle in the deceased's pockets was redirected to our drugs departement, along with the
bottle of cola, as they are better place to analyse drug solutions which may contaminate outr equipment
here in tox. I believe from my colleagues in drugs that this analysis has not yet been started.

As the tox is complete on the pm samples do you still require analysis of the 2 bottles?
Thanks
Denise
Denise Stanworth
Lead Scientist-toxicology
LGC
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